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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate the use of Description Logic (DL) for representing
Product Behavioral constraints in Computer Aided Design (CAD) Systems. In
an integrated design approach, the topological and geometrical model provided
by traditional CAD-systems should be completed by semantic data. These additional descriptions and constraints are often expressed by feature structures,
or by object-centered representations such as the EXPRESS language included
in the STEP standard. Before using this EXPRESS Model for the Behavioral
analysis, a coherence control is required. We propose to use DL as a formal tool
in order to test this coherence. For this purpose, we first define a mapping from
EXPRESS-G into the ALCN I description logic. An example is then given for
product maintainability analysis.
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Introduction

Traditional CAD systems represent mechanical objects by their topological and geometrical features. These properties however represent only a small part of the information needed during the product life cycle. Many proposals for integrating these
constraints in the early stages of the design process have been developed [10]. Most
of them deal with manufacturing and assembling constraints [11]. In a general framework described in [5], the product is represented within a three dimensional (FSB)
space with the product functions, structures, and behavior (see figure 1A). In the next
section, we will present the FSB design approach, and give a short introduction to the
EXPRESS language that is used for the product analysis. Finally, in section 3, we
consider the accessibility of components as a specific criterion of maintainability, and
we show that expressive description logic can nicely and declaratively describe such
criterion.
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Figure 1: A : FSB Product representation ; B : Integration into CAD System
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Behavioural Design Approach

Figure 1B shows the integration of the FSB approach in a CAD System: The structure
of the product is first modelled within a CAD system. Then, this model is completed
with semantic data. The EXPRESS language described below is used to represent the
product overall properties. Before using this EXPRESS representation for behavioral
analysis, a coherence control of the semantic data is required. Description Logic is
used to perform this control.
The EXPRESS language is an expressive object oriented (OO) knowledge representation formalism. It has been defined within the STEP standard [1]. Subsequent parts of the STEP ISO standard define a large knowledge base of EXPRESS
schemata related with CAD. EXPRESS is a very expressive representation language
that includes:
• The definition of functions and procedures in a Pascal-like, imperative programming language.
• Attributes may be mono-valued (such as partID or suppliedBy) or multi-valued
(such as hasPart). In case of multi-valued attributes, you can precise the lower
and upper cardinality, and the type of the collection (i.e. set, bag, list, or array).
• Derived attributes may be defined using some composition of other attributes
(such as f abN ame = suppliedBy ◦ name) or more generally by using any function (as maxIntensity = calIntensity(SELF.voltage, SELF.power)).
This section tries to give some flavor of this OO language using an example.
EXPRESS-G is a graphical representation of EXPRESS that only includes part of
the overall language expressivity. EXPRESS-G can only describe static components
of EXPRESS like entities, attributes, hierarchies, but cannot give the definition of
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Figure 2: an EXPRESS-G shema and corresponding ALCN I TBox
derived attributes, and of course no definition of the algorithmic part of EXPRESS
contained in function nor the constraints stated in the rules. In this graphical representation, (see figure 2) the proximity between EXPRESS-G and the class diagrams
of UML clearly appear as has been studied in [2]. Using DL as a formal representation
of UML diagrams has been presented in [4]. As noted for UML, the DL translation
provide a clear semantic for EXPRESS-G schemata. Furthermore, the consistency of
the schemata can be checked.
By lack of space in this short paper, we will not give the translation rules from
EXPRESS-G to ALCN I. ALCN I is the standard ALC description logic extended
with (non-qualified) number restriction and inverse roles (see [8]). An example of such
translation is given in figure 2, that will be further extended in the next section.
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An application in design for maintainability.

We present an illustration of our approach in the scope of design for maintainability. In
this context, the case of the accessibility of critical components have been considered.
In a product some components, considered as critical have to be extractable. For
simplicity, we will consider only two kind of links between components : welded or
screwed. We want to ensure that critical parts are extractable.

Part-Whole relationship has already been studied within DL in [3] [9]. In the
ALCN IHR+ DL, that include transitive roles, and role hierarchies, it is possible to
refine the definition of the TBox of the previous section by defining the set R+ =
{partOf T, accessibleP artOf T } of transitive roles, and the partial order ⊆ on roles
as the reflexive and transitive closure of ≺:
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The additional information that weldedIn and screwedIn are pairwise disjoint roles
((= 0 weldedIn) t (= 0 screwedIn)) must be inserted either as a general TBox axiom,
or included in the definition of the Part Concept. It is now possible to define for
example extractable component or assembly that can be totaly dismantled.
Extractable
CanBeDismantled

≡ P art u ∀weldedIn.⊥ u ∀partof T.∀weldedIn.⊥
≡ P art u ∀partOf T − .∀weldedIn.⊥

The example sketched in this section shows that expressive description logic such
as ALCN IHR+ allow for a declarative representation of the product structure. But
the previous definitions have no explicit representation in the EXPRESS schema (they
may be hard-coded in ad-hoc functions). General knowledge about mechanical products can therefore be expressed in DL by adding ALCN IHR+ axioms to the TBox
created by the translation process.
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Conclusion and Perspectives

In this paper, we tried to show the place where DL can be effectively used in the
general framework of an integrated CAD system. In this perspective, we define a
translation from the widely used EXPRESS-G schemata to the ALCN I DL. We also
have shown that expressive DL including role hierarchies and transitive roles may be
successful in expressing a specific maintenance criterion.
Many points need to be clarified in this on-going research. On the DL side, the
proposed mapping, while covering almost all the features of the EXPRESS-G schemata
is still a strict subset of the complete EXPRESS language. Extensions of the proposed
mapping should integrate more specific user types (with so-called concrete domains
[7]), some limited kind of derived attributes (role composition [6]), and some of the
constraint rules (using general axioms in the TBox)
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